**THE REACTION**

Is the Editor of THE TECH: 

**FACULTY ENDORSE YEAR BOOK FOR PHOTOGRAPHS**

SUGGESTIONS SOUGHTED

**istrates have suggested two reasons for the present controversy and are willing to work with the committee. These suggestions include:**

*Old Lady* reader, 

**President Compton has authorized Talcott Peachtree to install a new computer system in the basement of the Library.*

**FOURTH EDITION**

**MUSICAL CLUBS OPEN**

**OPEN FORUM**

**STUDY OF BUDGET**

**Contemporary Society**: 

**PROOFS OF SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHS READY**

**ImpROVED SERVICE INCREASES WALKER DINING PATRONAGE**

**Military Atmosphere Is Feature**

**WITH SEASON First Of Joint Concerts**

**Military Authority is Feature At Elaborate Placing Ceremonies**

**Liberal Club Gets Bulletin Board For Poster Newspaper**

**MUSICAL CLUB AT Franklin Square House to Be Followed By Dancing**

**Future Opportunities To Sign For Photographs**

**WALKER MENORIAL.** It was hoped that this would suffice in the present situation, but we have less hope of this now."